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Introduction: Migration of dust particles in the Solar System was studied by several authors. I studied migration 

of asteroidal, cometary and trans-Neptunian dust particles [1-3]. Similar to those calculations I calculated the migra-

tion of dust particles in the Proxima Centauri planetary system. The Bulirsh-Stoer code from [4] was used for integra-

tions. The relative error per integration step was taken to be less than 10-8. The gravitational influence of the star (with 

a mass equal to 0.122 of the solar mass) and two planets: b (ab=0.04857 AU, eb=0.11, mb=1.17mE, mE is the mass of 

the Earth) and c (ac=1.489 AU, ec=0.04, mc=7mE) was taken into account. The particles were excluded from integration 

when they collided with the star or the planets or reached 500 AU from the star. The Poynting-Robertson drag, radia-

tion pressure, and star wind drag were taken into account. The ratio of star wind drag to Poynting-Robertson drag was 

considered to be 0.35. The ratio β between the radiation pressure force and the gravitational force varied from 0.0002 

to 1. For the silicate particles in the Solar System, such values of β correspond to particle diameters d between 2500 

and 0.5 microns; d is proportional to 1/β. For water ice at ρ=1 g/cm3, d is greater by a factor of 2.4. 

Initial orbits of dust particles were located near the orbit of planet c. In each calculation variant, initial semi-major 

axes ao of orbits of 250 planetesimals were in the range from amin to amin+0.1 AU. In different variants, the values of 

amin equaled to 1.4 or 1.5 AU. Initial eccentricities eo of orbits of planetesimals equaled to 0.02. Initial inclinations of 

orbits of the particles were equal to eo/2 rad. 

Results of calculations: For β between 0.004 and 1, the results of calculations are presented in the Table. The 

times T (in Myr) of evolution of disks, the number Nb  of particles that collided with planet b, and the number Nc  of 

particles that collided with planet c are mainly smaller for greater β. At 0.004≤β≤0.1, more particles collided with 

inner planet b than with a greater planet c. At such values of β, dust particles are effective for delivery of matter to 

planet b. In the Solar System, silicate particles with 0.004≤β≤0.1 correspond to diameters from 3 to 120 microns. At 

β≥0.4 the fraction of particles collided with planets was small or zero, and most of particles were ejected into hyper-

bolic orbits. At 0.004≤β≤0.1, most of particles collided with the star, with maximum of Nstar at β=0.04.   

During the first million years at 0.0002≤β≤0.002, the fraction of ejected particles was less than 0.1, and the fraction 

of particles collided with planet c was less than 0.04. For such time T=1 Myr, the fraction of particles collided with 

planet b was about 0.02 at amin=1.4 AU and 0.001≤β≤0.002. It was zero in other variants of calculations at 

0.0002≤β≤0.002. Migration of bodies with such values of amin and eo was considered in [5]. For comparison, at T=1 

Myr the values of Nej were equaled to 7 and 12 (at amin=1.4 AU and amin=1.5 AU) and Nb=0. These values did not 

differ much from the values at 0.0002≤β≤0.002. For bodies at T=1 Myr, the values of Nc were equaled to 68 and 82 

(at amin=1.4 AU and amin=1.5 AU) and they were greater by a factor of several than for particles at β≥0.0002. The 

difference was caused by that the additional forces moved particles from the orbit of planet c.   

 

Table. The times T (in Myr) of evolution of disks, the number Nej of particles that reached 500 AU from the star, 

the number Nstar of particles that collided with the star, the number Nb  of particles that collided with planet b, and the 

number Nc  of particles that collided with planet c for several values of β. First numbers of T and N in lines are for 

amin=1.4 AU, second numbers are for amin=1.5 AU. The values of Nej, Nstar, Nb and Nc  are presented for a whole  

considered time interval T.  

β 0.004 0.01 0.04 0.1 0.4 1 

T, Myr 7.6; 8.1 3.8; 4.6 2.9; 1.6 0.9; 1.1 0.4; 0.8 0.0003 

Nej 44; 50 20; 27 6; 8 11; 23 236; 233 250 

Nstar 158; 147 196; 193 237; 231 231; 217 13; 15 0 

Nb 38; 49 30; 24 4; 8 6; 5 0; 1 0 

Nc 10; 4 4; 6 3; 3 2; 5 1; 1 0 
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